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Abstract 
Different approaches for the estimation of fatigue crack growth in 3D stress fields are compared as part of this study. An 
approximate estimation of fatigue crack growth in a crack along the lateral side of a beam in bending is presented as a practical 
example, utilizing three- and four-point bending test specimens. There is no solution available in the literature to compute the 
Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) for these configurations, as it results in a three-dimensional problem. Different solutions are 
analyzed, including scenarios in which the beam is sliced initially in a horizontal direction and afterwards in vertical slices. For 
these slices there are analytical expressions to compute SIFs (that vary along the crack front locations) and correction factors that 
account for the effects of free boundaries. Other techniques that are used and compared include: XFEM computation; carrying 
out the appropriate fatigue experiments (4-point bending with a very fine-grain steel test-piece). The limitations of these 
techniques are shown; also the approximation and decisions, which seem more reasonable to make, are discussed. 
Once the SIFs are estimated, it is possible to estimate the crack propagation along the crack front. Thereafter an assessment about 
the remaining fatigue life, until reaching the material critical SIF, is obtained. The time consumption and accuracy in terms of 
component life, accuracy on crack size and shape are discussed for the different approaches and in comparison with the 
experimental evidence. 
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1. Introduction 
Fatigue cracks nucleate at free surfaces (interior surfaces of holes (and pores) are obviously included here). Also 
fatigue most frequently nucleates at stress raisers within components, such as holes, grooves, notches, corners and 
other special features with non-smooth stress fields. In summary fatigue cracks initiate at weird geometry locations 
very far away from the configurations available in Stress Intensity Factors (SIF) handbooks [1-10]. Also, in most 
cases, residual stresses appear as a consequence of machining and/or thermal treatments; in a lot of cases 
compressive residual stresses are introduced -on purpose (for example, shot peening)- to increase the fatigue life of 
components. These surface residual stresses usually show a very steep gradient vs. depth in the bulk of the 
component. In summary fatigue cracks nucleate at component regions with large stress gradients, but SIF handbooks 
cope with uniform tensile stresses, in some few configurations with linearly varying stresses (bending loads) and 
only in very few cases with stress distributions with larger gradients and, if so, for very simple cases (2D, infinite or 
semi-infinite bodies, strips…) [11-13]. So, fatigue initiates nearly always at locations with very heterogeneous stress 
fields, with large gradients and the resulting (3D) configurations are never found in SIF handbooks.  
This paper describes a best possible approach to deal with fatigue crack growth on very irregular stress fields by 
taking the maximum advantage of existing analytical solutions. 
2. Fundaments 
The superposition principle, in linear elastic regime, allows to replace loads applied at the component boundaries 
by distributed loads on crack surfaces. These distributions of applied-on-crack-surfaces loads can also be 
decomposed into individual couple loads distributed along the crack surfaces. Computing the SIF can be done by the 
multiplication of the non-transferred stresses (now that the crack is present) by a weighting (Green’s) function 
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Fig. 1. (a) Griffith crack configuration with a couple of opposite loads; (b) Its weight (Green’s) function. 
Figure 1 shows a Griffith (2D) crack configuration and its corresponding Green’s function for the right crack tip. 
(This particular case is solved for mode I, II and III SIFs). For 3D configurations, the number of available weight 
functions is indeed short: only the 3 cases shown in Fig. 2 have known close-form solutions. 
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Fig. 2. Available Green’s function in 3D: (a) 2D semi-infinite plane crack; (b) penny-shaped crack and (c) infinite annular crack. 
In these 3 cases, shown in Fig. 2, the SIF is computed along the crack front, at the origin of coordinates. It should 
be noted that a planar crack can be locally approached by one of these 3 configurations for the different points along 
its crack front. It is clear -it happens in all the known Green’s functions- that the locations with a larger (infinite) 
weight are those close to the spot where the SIF is being computed. 
3. Best approach 
The best possible approach is to use the best fit for the stress profile on the crack region close to the spot along 
the crack front where the SIF is being computed.  Figure 3 shows, as an example, how it can be done for a crack 
subject to a very irregular stress field, where there are only available solutions for linearly varying stress fields. In 
this way the available solutions can be extended to more complex stress fields. It can be described as the best serial 
expansion to the extent that the known solutions allow for. 
        
                                 
Fig. 3. Dashed lines show the simplified stress fields for computing SIFs at two different spots (A and B) along the crack front.  
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This approach is obviously not perfect, the question is then how good this approach is. This question will be 
discussed with the help of an example and in connection with life and crack shape predictions. Figure 4 represents a 
corner crack on a linearly varying alternating stress field (increasing from bottom to top). In the case of Fig. 4(a) 
there is a known solution (by Newman-Raju). Once the SIFs along a large number of points along the crack front are 
computed, it is possible to let the crack grow assuming a Paris-Erdogan fatigue law and crack growth normal to the 
actual crack front. The new crack, after one propagation step (of a given number of cycles per fatigue crack 
propagation step), is no longer a perfect quarter ellipse (most frequently it transforms into an irregular crack, for 
which there is no available solution). Then, for the next computing step the crack will be reshaped into a known 
crack configuration (ellipse) that best fits the estimated crack. These fatigue steps are iterated until reaching the 
critical stress intensity factor of the material and, for the rectangular section of this example, at least 3 borders are 





















Fig. 4. Fatigue crack growth estimations for a linearly varying stress fields (a) through the thickness, t (known solution); (b) through the width, W 
(best estimation). 
Figure 4(b) shows the computation for a linearly varying stress field but in the horizontal direction (through the 
thickness) from left to right, where there is no available solution, but there is a solution for a uniform tensile stress 
field. So the stress at the computation spot can be used as the value of the uniform tensile stress to compute its SIF. 
This approach is used in Fig. 4(b); it has been flipped on purpose to allow the comparison with the accurate solution 
shown in Fig. 4(a). In both figures the yellow lines represent the fitted crack fronts used for computing the SIFs and 
the black lines the estimated crack propagations at different fatigue computational step. 
Once we have confidence in this approach, it can be used in a similar way to estimate fatigue life and crack 
shapes in many other cases. Figure 5 shows a very irregular alternating stress field and the estimation for the crack 
growth of an embedded elliptical crack. 
In practice, the technique of using the stress at the computation crack front spot is equivalent to cut the solid in 
horizontal strips and to compute the resulting 2D configuration.  
4 Experiments
Fatigue crack growth experiments have been conducted in a simple geometry with no known analytical solution. It 
is a beam under pure bending (actually 4-point bending) with a lateral crack from the top to the bottom. It is a 2D 
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beam and crack geometry with a 2D stress field, but both 2D cases are perpendicular to each other, so generating a 
3D crack configuration (SIFs vary along the crack front). The sample is machined from an ultrafine grain steel. 












Fig. 5. (a) Very irregular alternating stress field on a rectangular section with an embedded elliptical crack; (b) Fatigue crack growth estimations. 
 
Fig. 6. (a) Four-point fatigue bending of a rectangular beam with a lateral crack. 











Fig. 7. (a) Fatigue crack growth estimations; (b) Actual fatigue crack growth; (c) XFEM calculation. 
5 Conclusion  
A best possible use of existing analytical solutions for the computation of SIFs is proposed. This approach works 
reasonably well for life assessment purposes even when it is not so good for crack shape assessments. It is much 
faster than other possible computations (by using Finite Elements or fatigue crack growth experiments). 
The proposed approach is simple to implement into a computer code, including crack shape reconfigurations. 
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